We consider a multi-user multiple-input multipleoutput setup, where full-duplex multi-antenna nodes apply linear beamformers to simultaneously transmit and receive multiple streams over Rician fading channels. The exact first and second positive moments of the residual self-interference (SI), involving the squared norm of a sum of non-identically distributed random variables, are derived in closed-form. The method of moments is hence invoked to provide a Gamma approximation for the residual SI distribution. The proposed theorem holds under arbitrary linear precoder/decoder design, antenna array size, number of information streams, and SI cancellation capability.
This approach, whilst improving on the common perfect SI cancellation assumption, differs from measurements showing the residual SI channel undergoes Rician fading [1] . The residual SI distribution over Rician fading channels is thus required for facilitating performance analysis and optimization.
In this Letter, we consider a FD multi-antenna node communicating with multiple FD radios over the same RF resources. The Rician fading model is employed to capture the residual SI under arbitrary cancellation through tuning of the distribution parameters by design or measurements. With linear processing, it is not feasible to derive the statistics of the residual SI channel power gain directly. Here, exact closed-form expressions for the residual SI first and second positive moments are developed. We then exploit the method of moments in order to obtain an explicit Gamma approximation for the distribution of the residual SI over FD multi-user MIMO Rician fading channels. The validity of the theoretical findings is confirmed through Monte-Carlo simulations of the entire RF transmit/receive processing chain.
Notation: X is a matrix with (n, m)-th entry {X} n,m ; x is a vector with k-th element {x} k ; T , †, and + are the transpose, Hermitian-transpose, and pseudo-inverse; E{.} is the expected value; V{.} is the variance; P(.) is the probability density function (pdf); |.| is the modulus; . is the norm; and I 0 (.) is the zeroth-order Bessel function of the first kind, respectively.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
Consider L cells, where in each cell l, l ∈ L = {1, . . . , L}, a FD multi-antenna node l 0 communicates with respect to multiple FD radios l k , k ∈ K = {1, . . . , K }. Let M and N respectively denote the number of transmit and receive antennas at the FD multi-antenna nodes. The FD radios are assumed to be equipped with two antennas, one for transmission, and the other for reception. An application example is FD multi-antenna base stations communicating in the downlink/uplink with multiple FD mobile terminals. Assuming K ≤ min(N, M), channel assignment is not required.
Let h [l k , j 0 ] ∈ C 1×M and h [ j 0 ,l k ] ∈ C N×1 respectively denote the transmit and receive channels between the FD multiantenna node in cell j and the k-th FD radio in cell l. The respective combined channels are
The crossmode channels between l 0 and j 0 , and between l k and j k , are H [ j 0 ,l 0 ] ∈ C N×M , and h [ j k ,l k ] , respectively. The residual SI channels are Rician distributed with elements drawn from the complex Gaussian distribution CN (μ, ν 2 ) [4] , [5] . Other channels are subject to Rayleigh fading with elements drawn from CN (0, 1). Perfect channel state information (CSI) is assumed to be available.
We consider arbitrary linear beamforming design at the FD multi-antenna nodes. Let s [ 
E{|s [l k ,l 0 ] | 2 } = 1, denote the complex information vector from l 0 to all l k . The corresponding complex information vector in the reverse communications direction is s [ 
The transmit signal vector under linear precoding at l 0 is hence constructed as
The received signal from the FD multi-antenna node l 0 at its FD radio l k is expressed as in (1), as shown at the top of this page, where η [l k ,l 0 ] is the complex additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). The post-processing received signal in the reverse communications direction is written as in (2), as shown at the top of this page, where η [l 0 ,l K ] ∈ C N×1 is the circularlysymmetric complex AWGN vector.
III. SIGNALS STATISTICS Next, we formulate the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratios (SINRs). Note d and u are respectively used in place of [l k , l 0 ] and [l 0 , l k ] where the context is clear. Hence,
With linear processing over isotropic MIMO Rayleigh fading channels, the signals can be captured using the Gamma distribution [6] . For example, consider linear zeroforcing (ZF) for removing multi-user interference by setting
With the projection of each useful channel vector onto the nullspace spanned by the multi-user interference, we have |h Gamma(1, 1) . Further, under the assumption that the outer-cell precoding vectors are independent, we have h [ 
). Next, we consider the residual SI channel of an arbitrary FD radio l k , with single transmit and receive antennas, h [l k ,l 0 ] ∼ CN (μ, ν 2 ). The corresponding residual SI channel power gain, I si d = |h [l k ,l 0 ] | 2 , has a non-central Chi-squared distribution
where and are the Rician factor and fading attenuation with μ +1 and ν +1 , respectively. The method of moments can be applied to provide a Gamma approximation for the residual SI in (5) . Hence, the residual SI channel power gain of an arbitrary FD radio k, with single transmit and receive antennas, and fading coefficients drawn from CN (μ, ν 2 ), is approximated using
and θ 2μ 2 +ν 2 ν 2 μ 2 +ν 2 .
The residual SI channel power gain at the FD multi-antenna nodes, under arbitrary number of antennas and information streams, involves the squared norm of a sum of non-identically distributed random variables. For instance, for the decoding of the transmitted signal from the arbitrary FD node l k at the receiver of the FD multi-antenna node l 0 , we have It is therefore not possible to directly derive the exact pdf of I si u . As a result, we derive closed-form expressions for the exact first and second positive moments of I si u . We then apply the method of moments in order to develop a unified closed-form approximation for the residual SI distribution over multi-user MIMO Rician fading channels.
Theorem: Consider the residual SI fading channel of an arbitrary FD multi-antenna node l 0 with M transmit and N receive antennas, H [l 0 ,l 0 ] , comprising elements distributed according to CN (μ, ν 2 ) . Using a linear precoder V [l K ,l 0 ] and a linear decoder W [l 0 ,l K ] , l 0 simultaneously transmits and receives information streams with respect to K FD radios, each equipped with single transmit and receive antennas. The corresponding residual SI channel power gain at the FD multi-antenna node l 0 can be approximated using (8) and (9), as shown at the top of this page.
Proof: See Appendix. The unified expression in the Theorem holds for arbitrary linear precoder/decoder design, number of transmit/receive antennas, number of information streams, and Rician channel statistics (and in turn arbitrary SI cancellation capability). The distribution of the residual SI in special scenarios of interest can also be readily obtained in closed-form. Some useful examples are provided for the sake of demonstration in the Table. IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS Here, we perform Monte-Carlo of the entire RF transmit/ receive processing chain in order to assess the validity of the theoretical findings. The step-by-step sketches of the different simulation methodologies are described below.
A. Empirical Approach
1) Select the parameters M, N, K , μ, and ν. 2) Generate channel matrices H [l 0 ,l 0 ] , using CN (μ, ν 2 ), and H [l K ,l 0 ] , H [l 0 ,l k ] , using CN (0, 1) . 3) Generate complex information vectors s [l K ,l 0 ] and s [l 0 ,l K ] . 4) Design linear beamformers V [l K ,l 0 ] and W [l 0 ,l K ] using CSI. 5) Compute the corresponding I si d . 6) Repeat the above process for MC trials. 7) Plot the empirical residual SI distribution.
B. Theoretical Approach
1-2) Same as above. 3) Generate I si d from the Gamma distribution in the Theorem. 4) Repeat for MC trials. 5) Plot the theoretical residual SI distribution.
Without loss of generality, consider a 16 × 8 MIMO Rician fading channel with mean 1 2 and variance 1. The distributions of the residual SI with linear ZF precoding and decoding are depicted with different number of information streams in the Figure. It can be observed that the theoretical data provides a near exact fit for single-user MIMO (left figure) and a tight approximation for multi-user MIMO (right figure) with respect to the empirical data, respectively. Note that the moment matching accuracy increases for smaller μ, ν, and K . Increasing N and M, for example in the context of massive MIMO, on the other hand, enhances the goodness of the fit.
V. SUMMARY
A rigorous study of the residual SI over FD multi-user MIMO Rician fading channels was provided. We considered FD multi-antenna nodes applying linear beamformers to communicate with multiple FD radios. The residual SI fading channels were drawn from a complex Gaussian distribution with arbitrary statistics. We derived the exact first and second positive moments of the residual SI in closedform. The Gamma moment matching approximation was then adopted to develop a unified expression for the residual SI distribution.
APPENDIX
With Rician fading from CN μ, ν 2 
Considering arbitrary linear precoder/decoder design, we can derive
. We use δ [l 0 ,l 0 ] ∈ C min(N,M)×1 to denote the vector containing the min(N, M) largest singular-values of the residual SI channel at l 0 .
The corresponding first and second positive moments of the residual SI can be respectively developed as in (10) and (11), as shown at the top of the next page. These moments can accordingly be used to derive an expression for the residual SI variance as in (12), as shown at the top of the next page. Using (10) and (12), we can apply the moment matching technique as in the Theorem provided. 
